One has to distinguish points p for which the tangent space T.M:V is a complex line (i.e. V:iV) and those for which Z is totally real (i.e. V)|V:(O)).
Points of the second type are uninteresting since any 1wo surfaces near such points are locally equivalent. Interesting are only the so-called "exceptional points" which were considered already by E. Bishop 7€ [0, ll2), y:ll2 of y>112.
The elliptic case has been studied in detail in [5] where, howevet, the case y:9 had to be excluded. We showed in particular, that for 0=7< ll2 the surface (1.1) is locally equivalent to an algebraic surface wzz +]-(w) ( There is an arbitrariness in the transformation Q.2) which was fixed by the normal2ation Q.4).This arbitrariness is due to the fact that the automorphism group of w:zZ is given by (2.rt)
where a(w)-l,b(w) are arbitrary series without constant terms. These formulae were given already at the end of [5] and estimate E'in D,.. To obtain a formula for E' we return to (3.2) but include the term E' and replace Z by ( to get E'(z',C')-g(z,F)*(f(z,I)+zI(lF): 
The relation between (2, O and. (/, (') is given by (3.8) tz' F((, t) ).
In order to restrict the variables to appropriate domains we introduce in addition to r', r in *-r'=.r<l the intermediate points o, q€(r',r) by setting l) g: r-i(r-'r'), o: r-iQ-r') so that (3.9) r-e: Q-o : o-r' : *rr-rr. In just the same way we can solve the equations (3.8) for (z,O<D" if (z',(') is given'fr D,, Indeed, for (2, ()(D" wehave lF(",01=oz+llEll,=ez if llEll,< q' -o2 which follows again from (3.10). Therefore we obtain for f(2, F(2,0), f(C,F((, z)), (2, O(.o" the same bounds as in the first line of (3.4) . Using Cauchy's estimate we find for the first derivatives of these functions a bound crllEll,(r-r')-'= c"6 in Do. We conclude that for sufficiently small ä and for (z',(')€D,, the equations To estimate lloll" we consider the various terms of Q in (3.7) . For the first parenthesis we find for (2, To obtain the claimed inequality (3.11) we replace t-p by (r-r')13 and use E)'=i which follows from (3.9 From (4.8) one can show that en tends to zero faster than any exponential e-on(a>O), if e" is sufrciently small. For our pu{pose it suffices that (4.g) En = Eocs2-n for 0 < eo = "u-t.
To verify this inequality we may assume c>l in (a.8). We choose N so large that ).n<(4c)-t for y>N and take eo so small lhat e, =. (4c)-tQc)-N.
Then one has for v=N, using )'n,en<l, en < (2c)'eo = (2c)N eo < I and for v=N one finds, using 7n, tn-( c)-L, 6v < 2-v*"u" =2-n(4c)Neo
The last two inequalities imply (4.9) 
